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5. Conclusions
Acgording to all and complete results of the study it can be stated that both national parks
differed due to the character of tourism in their territory. Long-term and repeated visits
prevailed in the Sumava NP in both years, while first-time visitors óoming for onó day were in
absolute majority in the Podyji NP. The intansity of tourism was recognized as disturbing
factor mainly for locals in the sumava NP in both years, and some negative voices were heard
within locals in the Podyji NP in comparison with opinion of tourists. The numbers of tourists
were perceived as increasing by respondents from the sumava Np in both observed years.
That is why the carrying capacity should be studied in botlt territories to avoid any negative
impacts' More statistically approved differences were found between opinions oflocals in the
sumava NP and locals in the Podyji NP than within two observations in the Sumava Np. It
was confirmed, that locals in both territories were not employed or were not too much running
their business in tourism and tourist services, and locals were not directly involved in
sustainable development of the territories. The last hypothesis on relation of locals towards the
territories also cannot be rejected. More negative attitudes of locals towards the national park
were seen in the NP Sumava, but the sifuation improvď within the two observed years. The
bark-beetle calamity was namď by tourists, locals and most of mayors as the most visible
ecological problem in the sumava NP. Respondents in the podyji Np mostly did not know any
specific ecological problem in the territory of the national park. More conflicts were found
among groups ofrespondents in the sumava NP in both observed years than in the podyji Np
in 2000 and the Sumava NP in 1998.
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Several recommendations were formulated at the end of the thesis for the manageme,nt of both
national parks and represeirtatives of local self-gov€rnments.
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